
Aim: a world class curriculum to inspire all students to understand the concepts, ideas and powerful knowledge central to building social capital; a pathway 

to higher education, work and civic participation. 

 

Concept list (threshold concepts, key knowledge, curriculum ideas, building blocks of subject) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

1.

Think about the ‘whole game’ 
of your subject at degree / 
expert level: what are the big 
ideas, core/threshold 
concepts, key narratives? 
What is the subject’s language 
/ modes of discourse?

•Output: concept list

2.

Once you’ve agreed the 
core/threshold concepts, skills, 
knowledge that comprise your 
subject, identify the 
curriculum content that stems 
from this. 

•Output: disciplinary 
content (text/ topic 
/ case study etc)

3.

Sequence that content 
backwards – from degree, A 
level, to GCSE, to KS3. Work in 
an age related way and aim to 
teach ‘junior versions’ of the 
ideas students will come to 
later. These ideas should be 
‘intellectually honest’ –
students working as ‘mini 
scientists’, ‘mini historians’ etc

•Output: coherent 
sequence, year 
plans

4.

Design a series of suitable 
assessments that underline 
each topic. These should be 
informed by national tests and 
identify elements of learning 
essential to the subject. They 
should build on each other in a 
coherent way.

•Output: suitable 
assessment of key 
concept
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Year 10/11 Autumn 1  
Germany 

Autumn 2  
Vietnam 

Spring 1 
Medicine through 
time  

Spring 2 
Medicine through 
Time/Surgery 

Summer 1  
Surgery 

Summer 2  
Revision 

Key concepts  
 
 

Causation 
Change and continuity 
 
 
 

Evidential 
Causation 
Historical 
significance 
 

Change and 
continuity 

Change and 
continuity 
Evidential 

Evidential  

Disciplinary 
content  
 
 

 
Weimar and Nazi 
Germany 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Vietnam war – 
causes, events and 
reactions 

Beliefs about causes 
and treatment of 
disease from 
Ancient Greece to 
modern day. 

Beliefs about causes 
and treatment of 
disease from 
Ancient Greece to 
modern day. 

Developments to 
surgery – pain, 
blood, infection. 

 

Assessment 
 
 
 
 
 

Exam qs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Controlled 
assessment 

Exam qs Exam qs   

BIG question 
 
 
 

Why did it seem like 
the Weimar 
government was likely 
to fail by 1923? 

Why did the USA go 
to war in Vietnam? 

How and why did 
medicine change 
over time? 

How did surgery 
improve in the 19th 
and 20th century. 
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Why was Weimar able 
to survive 1924-29? 
Why did Hitler become 
Chancellor in 1923? 
What was life like in 
Nazi Germany? 

 


